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Graduate

unning On Freedom T heme

by Paul Thompson

economic freedom, but seek to curb . expanding free trade ' into comindividual liberty.
munist nations, Inman 'said, "you
really'support the demise of co m Both positions, in Inman's view,
Terry Inman is a soft-spoken man are undefendable. And voters dismunism. Free enterprise corrupts
who articulates his inner passion in satified with government restricthe communist ideology." He
carefully chosen words. And his pas- . tions on any aspect of individual
opposes , however, subsidized loans
sian is for ideas.
to the Soviet Union.
liberty - whether economic or per. Inman, a 1984 business adminis- . sonal - Inman sees as potential
In domestic policy, Inman
tration graduate of UM-St. Louis
advocates:
Libertarians.
now studying economics at SIU-E , is
"We should attract Democrats
• Deregulation of industry and the
Libertarian Party candidate for the
removal of other restrictions to free
who want personal freedom and
U.S. Congress in Missouri 's 1st DisRepublicans who don't want people
. enterprise. He cites such restrictrict. Inman makes no bones about
telling them how to spend their
tions as building permits that can
his intentions: he doesn't expect to
money, " he said. "Also , we should
inhibit peopie from improving their
win this year. He does hope to raise
get votes from people who want a
own property . Also, prohibitively
public awareness about the ideas of
chance in the world."
.
expensive licensing permits for taxi
his party .
He said in his campaigning, black
cabs in New York City can stifle
"I've been a Libertarian for a long
women have been particularly inte- , economic prosperity, particularly
time now, and this was the best way
rested in Libertarian ideas. And
for poor and middle income
to spread our message," he said ilf
people.
Russell Means, the leader of the
' his decision to run against Democ"I would favor dramatically
American Indian Movement, is a
ratic incumbent William Clay.
deregulating the economy," he
prominent Libertarian.
Inman 's message is simple; its'
said.
"Indians may be the first to come
implications to the existing politiin," Inman said. "Maybe other
• Dismantling of the welfare state.
cal order profound: individual
"The current welfare system grew
minorities will come in as welL"
liberty, both economic and perout of a policy of tax and tax and
On particular issues, Inman can
sonal, are the central concepts to
spend and spend, " Inman said. "The
rattl e off a variety of ways in which
the good life, the aim of a free
whole thing is designed to make
n~ither major party now serves the
society . .
people
dependent
on
the
interests of individual liberty.
government. "
. " Our message is individual
In foreign policy, Inman favors:'
liberty . Each individual is the cenHe adds, however, that before
• Non-intervention
in
other
ter of his universe," Inman said.
eliminating the welfare system,
nations. " I would be able to do more
"The individual should make his
restrictions on economic advancefor people who don't want another
ment must be removed . "The first
own decisions, rather than let the
Vietnam ," he said. "Government
government take his money SQ it can
thing to dowould not be to go after
should stay out of our affairs and
welfare , but to go after the restricdecide how to spend it for him. "
also out of the affairs of other
Inman, 26, has gripes with both
tions against the poor."
countries."
the Democratic and Republican
• Abolishing
Social
Security.
• Abolishing the ' North Atlantic
parties.
"Social Se{:urity was designed so
Treaty Organization, bringing home
The Democrats, he' said , tend to
that the government would evenAmerican troops abroad and closing
favor ecanomic regulation and taxtually get all of us. That's not the
foreign military bases. " We spend
supported welfare at the expense of
kind of society I want to live in."
$150 to $200 billion a year defending
economic freedom. while "they also
Japan and Europe. World War II
• Eliminating the military draft..
seem more supportive of personal
Inman said this issue is particular ly
ended a long time ago."
liberty . ,
.
relevant to students. " If you want
• Expanding free trade interstudent aid, you have to register for
The Republicans, on the other
nationally , including expanded
the draft. It's involuntary servitude,
hand, seem to favor greater
trade with the Soviet Union . By

editor

Candidate Terry Inman

which is prohibited by the Constitu tion, and it·s immoral. "
• Abolishing the Federal Reserve

Scott Brandt

Bank and basing money on a gold
standard. "The artificial creation of
money by the Federal Reserve

causes unemployment and inflation," Inman said . "If we go to a gold
standard, we'll see prices gradually
falling, with interest rates down to
around 3 to 5 percent. For students,
it would be a lot more affordable to
go to college and cheaper to buy a
home when they get out."
Inman has few illusions about the
impact of the Libertarian Party in
contemporary American politics.
But he said that libertarian ideology
is growing in this country and
around the world.
The Libertarian Party formed in
1971. Libertarians can now boast.
think-tanks and policy research
institutes in many major cities among them , Reason Foundation,
which
publishes
a . monthly
magazine; the Manhattan Institute;
the Ludwig Von Mises Institute,
named
after
the
Austrian
eC{lnomist.
More than 100 Libertarians now
hold office throughout the United
States. And Libertarian ideas have
caught on internationally, in such
unlikely places as ' South Africa,
where . the ideology has been
endorsed as a feasible alternative to
apartheid by figures such as
Winnie Mandela.
Inman hopes to take at least two
percent of the vote in the 1st District
race against Clay and Republican
Joseph Schwan . If he wins two percent, the Libertarian Party will
receive a permanent slot on ballot in
that district. Other Libertarian candidates hope to achieve similarly
modest goals.
But
Inman
realizes
that
grassroots support and slow, steady
building Df support for his party is
See INMAN, page 2

Student Teachers Face l)MSL Disorganization
by Steve Ward
news editor
Education
majors
beware.
Change s are taking place in the student teaching procedures that can
cause problems as soon as next
semester.
The School of Education is tr y ing
to change student teaching from a
half-day , 16 week experience to a
full-day 14 to. 15 week experience as
soon as the Fall 1989 semester. Con sequently, students will not be able
to take their subject methods
classes in the same semester as stu-

dent teaching , as is currently the
Burnett, the acting dean in the
practice, but in the semester . Scho01 of Education. One source is
the NatiDnal Council for the
before .
Accredidation of Teaching EducaEven though the School of Education has not passed such a resolution (NCATE) .
The other is the Missouri Departtion. they will Cry to do so by
ment of Elementary and Secondary
January.
Educational Program Approval
Certain disciplines are already
Process.
advising their students to take the
Both organizations are calling for
met hods class next semester. For a
student teachers to spend more
stud ent who precariously balances
time in the classroom than UM-St.
school. work and a graduation
Louis currently requires them to do .
schedule , this can pose a problem .
NCATE suggests prospective stuThe change in the student teachdent teachers to teach all day long
ing schedule comes as a result of
for a full semester in one setting.
two outside sources. said Richard

One of the departm ents prepar ing
for t he change before it offic ially
happ ens
is
the
Englis h
Dep artment.
In a memorandum circulated late
last week by Susan Tierney. the
Secondary Education Committee
representative for the E nglish
Department ,
Engl is h/ Education
majors who plan t o stud ent te ach in
the fall of 1989 are in tructed to take
their methods course. methods 262 ,
next semester. Tierney sai d t hat the
propDsal had not been approved yet,
but it look ed like it would be for
sure.

Bugg Fish C·a rc Return To School

Th e School of Education , on the
other hand . does not display such
confiden ce. nne Lally. the coordinator fo r th e cl inical experiences.
said that nothing specific had been
done ye t and that they would would
be lucky to have things in place by
January .
Burnet.t reiter ated th a t the school
of edu cat ion had not finalized anything yet and that plans were still very
much in the committee process.
The university is under no external pressure to implement a plan by
next fall. but fall is the goal for the
School of Education. Burnett said .

associate news editor
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SPEED QUEEN
First year optometry student Tina Reeves also happens to be a three-time
national
champion
in
autocrossing.
See story on page 3

See EDUCATION, page 2
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by Cathy Dey

pleted by the end of this year . Reed
said that if things go as schedu led ,
the University should begin accepting construction bids early next
Bugg Lake, a former living
year and the lake should be comlabDratory and recreation area on
pleted by the spring of 1989.
campus, is on its way back . Plans
As far as the cost involved in planare being made to restore the lake to
ning and re'storation of Bugg Lake, it
approximately its original site, now
is hard to tell since the Bugg Lake
located behind the new science
project is an amendment to an existbuilding.
ing contract with the Sverdrup CorThe biology department in parporation and the money is part of the
ticular is excited about the return of
science building budget of $19.8
Bugg Lake, s in ce its ecosystem has
million , according to Reed .
been an invaluable teaching aid for
" We've had estimates that vary
students and professors alike. " It
from t en to hundreds Df thousands of
was a working lake - a teaching
dollars, " Sandy MacLean , vicelaboratory ," Charles Granger, biolchancellor of student affairs , said.
ogy prDfessDr, said. Granger also.
" It depends on how fancy you want to
said that the lake not only benefited
make it. '·
biology students , but also peDple
There has also been talk of buildwho enjoyed the lake for its
ing a biDlogy pond on south campus,
aesthetics and geology students who
where a natural spring exists. Since
made topographical maps of the
the spring is on public land , the Mislake's bottom:
souri Parks Department has said
Though a decision has been made
they would dam it fre.e of charge ,
to restore Bugg Lake, no exact plans
and the university would hav e' to
have been made as to how or when
the restoration will take place. ' allow public access, Granger said.
However. there are no current pI ans
According to David Reed, director
to build this pond and it is not part of
of facilities management, the Sverthe contract with the architectural
drup Corporation - an architectural
firm.
firm that designed the new science
At present, Bugg Lake holds water
building - has also been comthough no life except for bacteria,
missiDned by . UM-St. Louis to
algae and otherplants . Granger said
redesign the lake .
that upon the lake's completion , the
"We
haven 't
seen
any
biology department, which has
specifications at this time, " said
traditionally
maintained
Bugg
Reed, but added that the firm should
Lake, would probably seed it. with
have designs for Bugg Lake com-

"We are trying to meet the
deadline ," Burnett said. "Hut if it is
not feasible , we will back Dver. ·'
Burnett also mentioned the
pDssibility of having both full-day
and half-day student teaching in
order to catch those students who
are stuck in between schedules. "We
are becoming aware in the last couple of weeks that we may not be able
to pull it off," Burnett said.
In the meantime , the School of
EducatiDn is not moving ·as fast in

(
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by Karen Quagliata

reporter

Scott Brandt

BUGG'S BACK: 8ugg Lake, located behind 'the new science building will soon be restored to its
original beauty and usefulness after several years of inactiVity.
'

bluegill and crappie. They would
then add catfish as scavengers, res. tock the lake with turtles and would
like to plant cattails and rushes.
Ducks and other birds would come
back on their own, and even blue

herDns have nested on Bugg Lake in
the past, according to Granger.
Granger added tbat over 6,000
students have used the lake as a
learning tool. "We're really anxious
to have (Bugg Lake) back, " Granger

said. "I think it adds an extra dimen·
sion to learning."
Bugg Lake is named after former
UM-St. Louis chancellor James L.
Bugg. Jr.

For the first time at the
University of Missou[ i-St. Louis
a scholarship fund is being
initiated by an alumni fraternal
organization.
Th e Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity Alumni Association is
raising money to creaie a TKEendowed scholarship . So- far
$2 .500 has been raised through
a lumn i donations . It takes
S10 .000 to endow a schDlarship.
"Our members felt that creating an endowed scholarship
would be our wa~' of giving something back to the university."
Rick Curtis. a TKE alumnus
said.
The s cholarship will be available to students who are
emp loyed full or part-time. are
active in campus activit ies and
have at least a 2.5 GPA. Curtis
said.
The scholarship will give
students who are wDrking and
participating in school activities. but who may not have high
See TKE, page 2

QUALITY, NOT
QUANTITY
CAMPUS REMINDER
Even though the men's and
women's swim teams lost
their home opener to
Louisville, Coach Mary Liston emphasizes individual
efforts.
See story on page 5

Last Sunday you should
have turned your clocks
back one hour. If you are
reading this now, you're
late for class.
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are $12 for tne general public and $8 for stud.e nts, se~tior cit,izens,
UM-St. Louis faculty and staff. KWMU Studio Set members and Ethical
Society members. For more information> cal! 553-5818,

Tipket~

. The 20thAn~iversary of the UM-St. Louis Administration of Jusu'ce
Department: The Honorable Ju.dge .Theodore J. McMillian of the U.S.
Federal .District Court "i'1l1 betbe featureq'guest from 7 to 10 p.m. in the
, University Centel"s Summit· Lou~ge. Fof more information, call 553SO~l.

• Business Seminar: "Stock Market Seledlon Criteria: Real vs.
Hypothetical Stimuli. " Michael Harris of the UM-St. Louis School of
Business Administration wH\speak. at 2 p.ro· Forlocation or other in formaHon, call 553· 6272.

SATURDAY, NO\1EMBER 5
• lASC offer$ annu<il job referral workshop
A job referral workshop sponsored by the St. Louis Chapter of lA,BC
(International Association of }3usi.!)ess. .Communicators) wiD be held
.from 9:30 a.m, to 1 p.m. at the UniveFS;Uy City Library, 6701 Delmar.
The workshop will be lIaluable to business Qommunicators whv may be
seeking tbeir fi rst job) planning a switc..h to the public relations/
communications field or planning to take the .next :step up the career ladder. Topics to be cO'ieredincll,lde: writing effective resumes and coyer
leiters, staying in control of the interview and negotiating tbe salary.
IABC/St. Louis student members may attend tbe worksbop free of
charge. There is $20 fee for non-IABe members .

THURSDA~NOVEMBER10

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7 ,
• Aroeri.can Fema~e Playwrights: J3arbaraKacbur, dirotor Qf theatre at
UM-St. LOUiS, and alumn-a Laurie Smith will elCan'line the contributions
made by women dramatists in America, The discu.ssion is from noon to 1
p,m. in room 2n Clarl> Hall, call 553,-5.380 for information.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

a

• "Byronic Engl.aIld," a colectiQI! of photographs by Elaine Moss, wUl
open ·a.nd fUJI through . Janu~rry 15 at the Center for Metropolttan
Studies .
T:heexblbii may be iiiewed at the center, which is located in room 362
of the, Social Sciences and Business Building. Monday through Friday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. AClmission is free. For more information, callSi:i35273.

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 6
_ The Stockholm Arts Trio: The Swe dish tTio - plano, violin and ceHowill perfO'rm at 4 p.m. at the Sheldon Concert Hall, 3648 Washington Aye.

.Where the Raees _Meet. . Women Solv.e Problems: Cathy Burack,
Women 's Center coordinator, and Bridgette Jenk'ins of the UM-St. Louis
Counseling Center will discuss \vays for black and white women to' reach

good mO'ral character and have
at least 12 semester hours of
professional education
courses.
This year, 50 stUdents were
invited to become members.
Dr. John Henschke , chairman of the department O'f
educatiO'nal studies, was the
keynote speaker.
He challenged the new
members to' maintain
schoiarship and to serve both
the students they will teach
and the communities in which
they wil be employed.
The initiation was follmved
by a social, which was attended
by abO'ut 80 members and
guests.

00 0

UM -St. Louis sophomores inDOD
terested in a career in government service at the federal,
Lif e Crisis Services. a
state, or local level are invited
United Way agency, has a 24
to apply for a 1989 Harry S.
hour Cr is is InterventiO'n
H otline 647-HELP (1-800-392- Truman Scholarship.
To be eligible, a student
2191 in Missouri) for anyone
must be a full-time sophomore
experienCing a personal or
working toward or planning to
suicidal crisis during the
pursue a baccalaureate degree,
holidays.
have a "B" average or
Manned by trained volunequivalent, stand in the upper
teers. the agency's hotlin e
fourth of the class, and be a "
offers an opportunity to speak
with someo ne who will li sten to U.S. citizen or U.S. national
heading toward a a career in
a problem and rtespond with
government.
care and concern using a listing of over 1.000 resource's
Interested students should
when necessary.
submit a letter of application,

The Mu Iota chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi, an honor
society in the field of education, held its annual initiation
in the J.C . Penney Auditorium
on Oct. 16.
To be eligible, students must
have a cumulative grade point
average of 3.5, display a strong
commitment to teach , have

.Tlte UM.St. LOiJis .J ewish :$tudef!.t Union aad the {rnai Bdth Hme~
F'O"undation are cO-1lpon's ,Qring anedueat,ional pf'ofgr.am on tbe !homeless
at 12::tOp,m. inr.oom 'i&ofJhe J :C. Penney :J3uilding."For more .in'for,ma·
tion call 126-6177. .
"FOCUS orithe lioraefess, Pwb,ich is f~-efirst of a series of JSV :FOCUS
ev~ nts , w~ll feature P'.Mi.c;hae1 Stin; pr;ofess.ol' of soct ology, :and .l,.<uTY
~hapman, on; stte supervj!)'0t for HabitatJor Humanci.ty in .8t: Louis,

Area Part-Time Jobs Increasing

Newsbrie fs

000

• UM~S·t . Louis Org'miz.a,tion&{J~1.ePra,t e'l5th AnnIversary ofth.e Univ,e rsity: TM Alurm;ri ASs(loc:iati~m Student AssociabiOJt $tu~dentA:ff~i~s. ana
Greek Organizatio~s wfll eel,ebrFlte ~5 years of student I ~aders.hlp l1i the
SUIllftlit· Lo~nge on ci:lmpus at 7 p: m. For more Urformat10n,. ,cont.act.the
Alupm.i Ass'Odatic91). at 5a3-57.7~ :
.

WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER9
• An International Seminar entitled "Feminist Politics and Bureaucr..atic Resistance In St. Loujs' Siste.r City of Stuttgart" will be hosted by
Dr. Gabriele Steckmeister, Officer fo!' Women s- Affairs and Equal
Opportunty. Stuttgart Federal Republic of Germany: from 1 to 2 p.m.: in
room 331 of the Sodal Scienc~e Building.

Jane Behrmann, a senior,
h as been selected as on of 37
O'utstanding students in the
country to attend the Beta
Gamma Sigma 75th Anniver sary National Symposium.
BGS is the only sc hol ast ic
honor society recognized by
the American Assembly O'f
Collegiate Schools of Business,
the accrediting agency for baccalaureate and master ' s degree
programs in business administr ation and accounting.
Behrmann carries a 3.8 GPA.
is a member of Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, and serves as
v ice president O'f the campus
chapter of the American
Marketing Association. She is
the mother of three. a vO'lunteer for various community
service projects and works part
time while attending UM-St,
Louis.

• The COrller.stoneChQ!'.Ji\e of Thomps.oll, Center; 'T&e :professional 28·
member choir!tlnd l:!rassenseijJ.bleicond'ueted by UM~t. L~ui~ !iU'llsic '
. ·P rofessor Bruce Vantine, w Hl pFesent<eyou Are the Light," a'Tban'ksgiving c(}nceri Produ~tion'QI 81lfFed an~ secular ehorallnu.s.icaniinafl'atioD;
at ~he First United M..ethC}4i.~t Church 0.£ 'St, Charje~, ;130t First Capitol
. DrIve, at 7:30 p,m, on Friday at8 p.m., th'e choir will giv.e a repe,at peTformance at the St. LoulSCatiledral, 4431 Li,ndellBlvd. For more information, C!lU 8S8·2tl18, · '
. . .
. '; '

statement of career plans, list
of past public-service activities or other ledership
positions, current transcript,
and a 600-word essay discussing a public policy issue of
their choice to Deborah A. Larson, Assistant Dean, College of
Arts & Sciences, Truman Scholarship Faculty Representative, 303 Lucas Hall, by
November 21, 1988.

able to hire workers on a temporary
basis to see if a job is really
needed."
Other firms are wooing students
more for demographic reasons.
In Long Beach, Calif., "nobody
was applying for jobs (and) I tu~ned
to the schools to locate applicants,"
explained J .C. Penney's J 0 Maxwell,
who added she did so reluctantly
becaus'e students generally aren't
available
during
her
peak
Christmas season.
Ma.."(well 's not the ' only one.
"There are increases every year" in
the number of part-time job offers
to students , said California State
University - LO'ng B'each placement official Tony Hodge.
"In New York ," Bohman added,
"the s tudent population declined 21
percent between 1970 and 1980.
There are just fewer college-age
workers .. ,
The competition for them bas
helped push up wages and , in some
places, left campuses themselves
unable to find enough students to fill
their own part-time positions.
The result has been long lines at
cafeterias at the University of
Maryland, where food service
Director Matthew Sheriff complained last week he still had 100
student jobs he could not fill.
To win student workers back from
higher-paying
off-campus
employers, Arizona State Univer-

(CPS) - The part-time job market
for college stUdents is booming this
fall , placement specialists have
reported in recent weeks.
Job boards at schools as varied as
Kirkwood Community College in
Iowa, Miami-Dade Community
College, Mississippi State and
California State - San Jose univer·
sities , Franklin and Marshall
College and the universities of
Maryland and Miami reportedly
remain full of listings for students
who, now avidly wooed, sometimes
find themselves weighing compet·
ing job offers.
Nationwide, "co llege students
would be able to find plenty of parttime and entry-level full-time
jobs," said Vicky Bohman of Man·
power , Inc., the New York-based
temporary employment agency
which released a survey of such jobs
the last week of September.
Bohman and oth er s t hank several
trends for the boom.
She cited a decline in the number
of young peO'ple nationwide - creating a labor shortage of firms that
have always hired college-aged
workers - and even some corporate
uncertainty as causes of the job
market boom.
"As the (economic) outlook
improves," Bohman said, "the
employer may be unwilling to add
permanent employees, but may be

f

sity raised minimum pay for some
jobs to $4.02 per hour, from $3.61 ,
and to $9.22 for some other jobs, said
student aid official Richard Cons.
"The changes are working,"
Cons reported.
They haven 't worked everywhere.
Just three weeks into the year, Iowa
State Universitv rim out of workstudy funds bec'ause it had tried to
cure an on-campus labor shortage
by raising work-study pay by 20 percent, ISU administrator Janie Barnett said .
The University of New Mexico,
moreover , had to cut 200 on-campus
work-study jobs because it had to
pay students more to compete with
off-campus job offers.
Kent State University work-study·
officials, meanwhile, did not raise
wages, and reported they can't fill
their
on-campus
work-study
positions because students are optc
ing tb take off-campus jobs that
pay more .
All of that, of corse, tends to' be
great news for the 4 .6 million-some
students who, according to a 1984
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement O'f Teaching survey , work
part-time.
Other, more recent surverys hint
. that as many as seven out of every 10
collegians - or about 8.4 million
people - work during the school
year, said Anne-Marie McCartan of
the Council of Higher Education in

from page one
Instructional Committee will have
to offer their approval. All of that
will have to happen within the next
two months in order for studimts to'
be ready for the proper classes.

the process as some of the
departments.
Whereas
some
students are already being advised
to change their sceduJes, the proposal will first have to be approved
by the School of Education. After
that , the Senate Curriculum and

I ~ i\l AN

But forthose students who are not
sure if they will be affected by the

Waitresses.
part-time
nights. Must be 21 or older.
'Russ's Pizza Pasta and
Lounge'. Call Mary for an
interview aUer 4 pm. at
869-5100.
AMATEUR
FEMALE
MODELS WANTED for
figure photography. Send
descriptive letier and/or
photo
to · Box
766,
Hazelwood. MO 63044 . .
FEDERAL, STATE, Over·
seas Jobs. $9,811
$86,682/Yr. Now Hiringl
Hotl ines. Federal List 11)
805-687-6000 Ext . R·
1000
r

Need a iob that work
around your schooling?
Need
benefits?
The
Sheraton Hotels at West
Port might be able to help
you. We currently have the
following openings: (subject to' change) Front
Desk Clerk, Driver, Eve·
ning
Waiter/Waitress,
Room Service Servers,
Cash ier/Host/H ostess,
Cocktail Server, Barten·
der, AS5istant Servers.
Com.e out to apply and get
an initial interview on Mondays from 2·6:30 p.m., or
Thursdays from 2·5 p.m.
Sheraton Hotels at West
Port,900 West Port Plaza
n .
f •

National marketing firm
seeks ambitious junior,
senior, or graduate sludent to manage on·
campus promotions for
top national companies
this semester. Flexible
hours with earnings poten·
tial at $2,500, Call Jill or
Lisanne at 1-800-5922121.

Opportu nity in the Travel
Industry. The number 1
college tour operator .is
looking for an efficient,
responsible,
and
organized campus rep'
resentative to market a
Spring Break trip on
campus. Earn free trips,
. and good commissions.
For more information
call 1-800-999-4300.

Honest, intelligent person
needed to work in video
slore. Call 868-4479 be·
tween 11 am . and 4 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING.
Reasonable.
Fast. Any type of work
·accepted. Pick-up and
delivery
available.
Academic manuscripts my
. specialty. Will do resumes
and cover letters. Karen
Po
41.

For Sale

Dodge 383c.i. Engine in
parts. Will sell together
$100 or as parts. Dodge
Slant 6 cyL Head $25 in
good working condition.
Scott at 5174 or 8383928.

1980
Chevy
Citation.
Good running condition.
Will take best offer. 9262174.
1982 Suzuki GS-750E
motorcycle. Runs impec'
cably;
minor
repair
needed. $490. 664-9929.

Miscellaneous
ADOPTION. California
Let us help you during a
difficult time - don't feel
forced to consider abortion. We are a loving, child·
less and infertile couple,
happily married for 12
, years. who will give your
baby a wonderful life filled
with lots of love, happiness, and security in a very
comfortable home, Com·
pletely CONFIDENTIAL,
legal, all expenses paid.
Call Susie or Steve
COLLECT any time (714)
824-7072.

'rl{E

from page one

grade point averages. a chance to
receive a scholarship. he said.
"We 're excitied about it.
Scholarships
are
always
needed," Susan Bear , UM-St.
Louis development officer said . .
The scholarship will be made
to students once the endowment
is established.

PREG~A:,\T?
. "If an untimely pregnancy presents a
personal crisis in jUur life . . .

LET US HELP YOU!"
FREE TEST -Can
detect pregnancy 10 days after it begins!

from page one

the only way to end the two-party
deadlock on the political process .
He is, however, optimistiC about
the Libertarian movement.
"I kind O'f see us in about the same
position the Socialists were in
around 1900, " he said. "It could be
very big in the next 20 years. It's an

IMMEDIATE RESULTS

exciting intellectual movement,
whereas socialism is not anymore.
"Ludwig
Von
Mises
said
socialism dO'esn 't work. Socialism is
a dead ideology. The only way it carries on is by its old mO'mentum.
"Libertarianism is an ideology,

CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted

short-notice change, they should
heed the advice of the English
Department memorandum:
Students should "run, not walk, to
their nearest Sec. Ed. Advisor. With
such short notice1gtudents planning
for Fall '89 teaching may very well
be caught in a bind ."

Richmond , Va.
The percentage may be even
higher. At the University of Missouri - Columbia, student work
assignment coordinator Judy Whitted estimates as many as 80 percent
of the students there work.
The jobs range from those like
babysitting to reLail sales to general
labor to auto mechanics to
telemarketing.
Others are more substantial.
"Many of the country 's major
employers
Anheuser-Busch,
MO'nsanto, McDonnell Douglas are located in the st. Louis area,"
Whitted said. "Employment oportunities with these companies are
increasing. "
"Major" emloyers trO'lling the
Michigan State campus for students
to hire also sometimes bring on
students full-time after graduation,
MSU's Miller added.
Whatever the job, however.
everyone seems to want to hire a
student this fatl.

which is the science of ideas. That's
what the whole mO'vement is about.
It's a movement now that's not going
to stop," Inman said. "We get people
from the left, and we get peO'ple
from the right. They don't always hit .
it off at first. It makes for an
interesting combination."

Prof~ional

counseling & assistanc~

AU services FREE and ronfidenriaJ
Sc.l.oujs: .. .......... 962.. 5300
Ballwin: .............. 227·2266

Brldg.ton: ............ 22 7-877 5
S,. Clurks: ......... 724.1200
Hampron Sou,h: 962·36S3

Begin Grad~u~a:t:e~S;C;h;O;O~1
January
IS: . rin~,.~~~~~~
Like cosmetics? Earn free
skincare and cosmetics by
having an Aloette cos·
me tic show. Phone Linda
at
926-2174
for
arpointment.

Personal
To all the totally and
utterly, mind-numblingly
boring: GRUMASS plays
live at HUBERdoo's all
next week! Stop mixing
schoolwork with pudding
and start fiddling with the
plug·in stuff. GRUMASS
currently working on their
documentary 'Engineering Made Us Stress Pigs:

To MR. Cassinova in the 8
a.m. Finite class, 208
Clark. The general concensus of the class is If you
must do what you db best
please DO us all. Signed,
Waiting for my turn.
The last song off of
GRUMASS' 'This is not
this
is
America,
GRUMASS' album was
released, titled 'These
fleshy parts were made for
staring at'. Now the band
focuses on their first world
tour. P.S. Just say maybe
to GRUMASSI!I

Give me' a 1. Give me a K
Give me an E. What does it
spell? The best fraternity
on campus. TKE above all
else! In '88 and always.

To Current Staff. Thanks
for
the
lovely
card.
MALIK.

Look out Greeks, here
come
the
TEKES!!!!
SSSlick.

Aimee. sorry the personal
got screwed up last week.
All I wanted to say was that
you looked spectacular 'at
the meeting. Jerry.

TAU, KAPPA, EPSILON,
and thay said we couldn't
do it. TKE '88
Penguin, I love you l Peep!
Peep! Can't wait 'till we'll
be together in January.

To whom it may concern:
Quack! You can teach an
old duck new tricks!
$igned, OMAR.
Karim, send my regards to
Idah. Always be happy.
G.M.

Ingrid, Sorry about the mix
up. Hope you're not mad at
me or S. I'll call you and
explain .' Diana.

Terry and James: you guys _ .
were by far the cutest (and
. trick
-orfunnies!?)
treaters I encountered.
Thanks for the Monday
night diversion. GUESS
WHO? P.S. great shoes
James! Is there a story
behind them?

•
•
·•
•

• Moster of l'lrts
• Doctor of PSy'chology
Innovative
• Applied
• Clinical
• Small Classes
Hospital Affiliations
• Clinical Training Facilities On Prem ises
Afternoon & Evening Classes
• North Central Accred ited
Full & Parttime Programs
• Handicapped Accessibi lity
• Equal Opportunity Educational Facility

Forest Institute of Professional Psychology
1322 South Campbell • Sprmgfleld MO 65807
111 7 p o 1 7Q0 7

_.

·

.
In

Earn UM-St. Louis .ReSidentlal
VIdeo
.Credit at Home on Cable
ru
noI
09"om
In St. Louis & St. Charles

Jill M. You still have an
admirer whether you like It
or not. An Admirer.
DELTA SIGMA PI. Let's
keep uptheg(;odworkand
stay NO. I in the region.

,IBWCII--·...·
urg,stUbfl", ;;~i; U.S .•

",ubjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

_-861-0222
Caii1. (2131477·8226
In

Or, rush $2.00 to: R...-cIIlnfarnIIIIon
11322 Idaho Ave. I2fh-A. Los AnQeIes, CA 90025

~·

.....--st.rt- DIc.17, Jan-.1.4,.

1, May6

and graduate cou,...
Bus 392

EntrePreneurshlp-Small Business Mgmt

Nur 220

H•• lth Assessment .
Science & Culture In the Western Tradition

Hie 100
Ed 308

Ed 308
· Ele Ed 241

• Mlaocomputers: Classroom Applications for Teachers

BasIC Education: Teaching the Adult
Teaching Science In the Elementary School

Continuing EducatlOn-Ext_lon, 315 Marllia<:
call fort Regtstratlon Materials: 553-5370
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Reeves Has An Eye On The Fast Lane
by Christopher A. Duggan

features editor

.

When one thinks of auto racing, he
or she usually thinks of an enormously expensive sport, involving
sponsorship by car and motor oil
companies.
'
They think of the danger and
excite~ent of driving around a track at well over 100 miles an hour
the fast pit stops, the split-second
timing, reflexes honed to a razor's
edge.
What would you say if you were
told that auto raCing can be an inexpensive and fun past time that just
abqut anyone can take part in, and
that attending classes in our
optometry department is a woman
who has won national competitions
three years in a row in the sport of
auto crossing?
Tina
Reeves,
a . first-yea r
optometry student here at UM-St.
Louis, has driven her Dodge Colt to
first place for three years in a row ,
1985, '86 and '87, in her class in SCCA
(Spor'~ Car Club of America)
competitions.
Reeves said that auto crossing is
not quite the same as people often
picture auto racing to be. .
"It involves driving through a
course , laid out in pylons in a'parking lot or at an airport, for time,"
Reeves said. "You are given more
than one chance to run the course ,
and your best time is the one that is
used. You are competing against
other cars in your class, and sometimes it gets pretty close." .
. She said that some of her wins
have been by less than a second.
Reeves said that the SCCA is
divided into regions, which are
grouped into divisions. There are
small competitions within the
regions , and larger ones within the
divisions .
In order to qualify for competition in a national event, 'most of
which are held in Kansas, you nave
to compete in a divisional competition. tdoesn't matter how you place
in the division competions, for
admission into a national event.

,-

Scott Brandt

HEART LIKE A WHEEL: Tina Reeves (above and right), a first-year optometry student at UM -St. Louis
occupies her spare time competing in the sport of auto crossing.
.
'
She said fees for the regionals are
around $7 or $8 , and that the
nation.a ls are about $50.
"That's really less expensive than
most people might think," Reeves
said. "People always think of racing
as suchan expensive sport, when in
fact, just about anybody can do it."
She said that to race in an autocrossing competition you don't have
to do anything special to your car,
aside from proving that it is safe.
"lIt the stock class, there is really
not much, beyond that , that you can
do to your car ," Reeves said,
When Reeves won her national
competitions she and her husband,
who also races , were living in
Rochester, N.Y.
Reeves, who has an undergraduate degree in Biology, wanted to
study optometry.

"It was my optometrist that
sparked my interest in optometry,"
Reeves said , "but I've always been
interested in it." .

She said she was looking around
for a school, and was accepted both
here and at an optometry school in
Philadelphia . She said she chose St.
Louis for several reasons , the two
primary ones being that UM-St.
Louis was less expensive and that
she has always loved St. Louis ..
"We'd driven through here
before," she said. "There is just
something about the place that I
like."
She said she didn't know whether
or not she was going to stay here
forever though .
"As of now, I am only 1/16 of the
way toward getting my optometry
degree ," she said. "Right now I miss

book reviewer
Golden Days
by Carolyn See
(Fawcett Crest. $3.95, 215 pages)
The heroine of contemporary fic tion succeeded in contrasting value
systems with " Golden Days. "
The heroine of the novel is something of an antitype. As she
approaches middle age, she is full of
suspicion, self-d oubt,. and totally
immersed in material values.
A pragmatist , she has virtually
put all of her energies into .only
those thoughts and feeling that
work. She wants financialsecuritv.
She craves a luxury home in
Soulhern California. She discards
all religiou s pretenses, including
her former uprbringing in Roman
Catholicism.
Along with her religion . she has
disposed herse lf of several hus·
bands. Thinking of herself as very
much a feminist. she removes her·
self from the eastern part of the
Cnited States to find tbe pro verbia l
"golden days" that awaits her in
Los Angeles.
Once in Los Angel.es. she finds
herself facing yet a whole new set of
prob lems and circumstances. The
rents are astro'nomical. The thought

of buying a home is ridiculolis.
Her ten-year-old Porsche does ot
seem to be the proper vehicle for
cruising the likes of Beverly Hills
and Bel Air.
She is out of her element. She
imagines herself a lad y of I'uxury in
a place where money a"nd power'are
common denominators, and where
excess is perceived as definitely
best.
.
Quick to sell her soul, s he finds
so lace with the beautiful people as
she s nuggles up to all of the superficial elements that define the concept of conspicuous consumption.
She becomes a tru e believer.
Becoming
a
tough·minded
woman. our heroine begins to succeed in her quest for material success. She becomes a diamond
salesperson and soon she is fOllnd
inve s ting in the right stocks at the
right time.
Hob-nobbing with the kinds of
persons who can help her , she soon
is found at the right parties and in
bed with fellows who can assist her
upward climb .
She soon is wearing the correct
clothes , driving the correct car, and
mingling with the correct crowd.
However, just beneath the sur·
face of Tinsel Town looms the threat
of nuclear war. The dangers mount
as we are made aware of world

}~(-' (J rs

by ·Christopher A. Duggan

features editor
hate election seasOn. · or
whatever it is officially called. I
think· its title s hould be " Hell
Year."
But out of the entire year or two
years that candidates campaign to
win over the great undecided , I hate
this last week the most.
It starts with the campaign process to begin with. I think that the
way campaigns are conducted is
repulsive.
Most of the campaigning on both
sides zeros in on the shortcomings
of the other side .
Hardly ever is any candidate seen
making any kind of concrete statement abouC what he intends to do
with the country.

The AOSA, said Reeves , is a very
active organization that works with
other
student
optometriC
organizations and on its own in the
vision care field .
" It is the student division of the
AOA
(American
Optometric
Association)," Reeves said.
Reeves said that the move to St.
LOllis has not significantly hindered
her hobby.

CAROLY SEE

GOLDEN
DAYS

/1rt.)

What· s mure, mo st of the mudslinging, as ' usuall , has been really
stupid" Who really caresaboul what
Quay le was doing during the Viet
Nam War? Who r ea lly cares about
Bentsen's a g e ? '
.
If I saw a campaign com mercial
on TV that said anything that w?s not
hopele ssly ambiguous and made
some kind of point other than "Don't
. vote for the other guy because he 'll
ruin th e nation ," I'd fall over on
tile ~pot. .
There · are hundreds upqn hundreds of important issue s to he dis.. cussed
and · . taken
into
consideration, and people are
worried about whether or not their
childr en will have to recite the
Pledge Of Allegiance in their
classrooms .
J saw a story on the front page of
the Post Dispatch last week, the
headline for which said something
about negative TV ads being used in
campaigns nationwide.
My first thought was that it was a
slow news day , and nobody could
think of anything better to write, so
they took a grab for the incredibly
obvious.
Then I thought that maybe this
was something people might not
realize . There is ·a correct way to
campaign , and pointing out all the
problems with the opposition, and
then saying, "Of ·c ourse. I wouldn 't
do that, " is not it.

She said the job involves keeping
the students abreast of the goings on
in the organization, as well as keep ing the organization aware of stu dent concerns ,

iVtJI

" There are SCCA regions all over
the country , including here,"
Reeves said.
She said she didn't get to race in
the national competition this year,
but would have liked to.
" I guess I thought s ch ool was
more important ," she said, " Sillv.
huh ?"
.
She said she did get to race in a
divisional competition recentl y.
which she won.
Also, she said that she is no longer

racing with the Colt,
"We now have a Honda CRX si ,"
she said. "The difference is that it's
in a faster class."
Even though Reeves races for a
hobhy, she said she doesn 't have a
lot of speeding tickets and does not
advocate driving insanely on the
highway.
Reeves comes across as anything
but the normal college student. She
is definitely in the fast lane to the
future.

OI:r Of The En d (~l TIl(> World

See's -Colde" Days ' Is Origina I .'."
by Loren Richard Klahs

home, but I couldn't tell you how I
might feel about staying or leaving
four years from now. "
Reeves is also a student representative for the AOSA (American
Optometric Student 's Association).

lMY/1
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One of the other things I don·t like
about this particular season is what
it does to peo ple. Every conYersation , no matte r how innocent, evenlually turns into a political
conversation of a type where l;lDe or
both participants are unqualified to
discuss the issues they have
embraced.
Let me give you an example. The
other night, I and some others at the
Current were discussing Halloween
C()stu mes we have used in the past.
(After all, it was Halloween.)
I mentioned that when I was a kid I
once went out as Jimmy Carter (It
was when he was in office .).
The conversation at that point
turned away from Halloween and
into a short discussion about Jimmy
Carler and what he did to the country, then into a long discussion about
how Dukakis would do the same
thing.
I think that what people like my
editor Paul are trying to do is
change everybody'S mind to their
way of thinking . I'm sorry Paul, but
forget it.
. It's not easy for a person to be
informed about ' who to vote for. I
would almost say it's impOSSible .
You would hav e to be a politician
vourself, and I would be willing to
bet that even'some politi,cians are
not as well-informed as they
should be.

The truth is that there is a lot of
confusion out there, and the heiferhockey that is flying around the airwaves is not helping. Those
commercials are sometimes enter·
ta ining though.
For instance . seei ng Dukakis in a
tank after hea ring that he opposed
seve ral military proposals is supposed to tell us that he is not fit to
be president.
The bottom line is that even a
political guru like Paul can·t tell us
who the best person for the oval
office is. That can only happen by
electing someone and seeing what
happens.
I'm not saying you should just
throw a dart into a group of
politicians and vote for the party
that it hits.
Your vote should be an infurmed
vote , but don't pretend YQU know
everything, or that you know best,
The old saying , "let your conscience by your guide. " applies here
pretty well.
At this point, I would like to thank
anyone who ha·s read this far .
I didn't want to write a column
about politics, even an informal one.
Nor did I want to endorse anyone
cand idate; frankly , I think they both
have problems.
I will just be glad when November
8 comes around and we finally hear
the end of it...for a while anyway.

even ts th at co uld soon sen'e as t he
cue fo r th e end.
P eopl e begin to lamen t their
futures. There is a m ass exodus . In
an ironic twi st.. th ousa nds and so on
milli ons fl ock to t he Mexica n
border.
Thi s time . the y wan t t o get ou t of
California - a sur e-fire target wh e n
and if the m is s il e a r e launched .
Dazed by t he event of the day.
our heroine r ati onaliz es lhat Los
Angeles is the onl y pi a e fo r her . In
spite of impen ding eart hquake and
mis siles point ed at her hom e-ba. e.
s he contin ues to live th e li fe of
luxury .
And th en, on e morning dur ing her
la st cup of coffe e . the un thinkable
happens.
Los An geles be gins to melt ri ght
under hen' e ry feet. With -one g igan tic surge. her life is forev er ch ang ed
as ·· Iife as we know it " forever
ceases .
The hol ocaust has happen ed .
Naturally. the major ity of the
citi zens are kill ed. Even th e UCLA
fallout
shel te r
is
hopeles s.
Hollywood be comes a ge nuin e
"melting pot" and a new form of
.. golden days " begins .
Losin g all con cep ts of t"me and
space. our he roi ne and a few s ur vivors begin their harsh journ ey

fr om the city to the beach. With skin
to rn from their bodies, th ey turn a
st r a nge go ld en co lor.
T he ones that continue to live find
t hat they must devise personal
str a t eg ies to insure both sanity
and surv ival.
.
Th ey ea t snail s . They wear blan·
ke ts .
Th e y
remember
their
fr iends .
Those wh o survive begin to regain
the ir sen e of purpose .
", .. on the whole. they say. people
got what the y expected."
In s pi t e of fires . plagues. earth·
quakes . and the like ... a few manage
to pi ec e their live s back together.
Aft er the glo bal Tollapse. false
pr oph ets to spring forth. Old
m emories come back as thev hear of
st or ies. ·· ... Th ere· s a wom~n about
te n miles up the coast. they say. who
can work miracles and tell jokes."
This is a book unlike any other I
h ave re ad concerning the ~o-called
end-nf-the -world . Rather than succumbing to a moralit y piaI'. the conclusion is existenti~l a~ we find
ourse lv es amidst · ... a race of hard\'
laugh ers. mys t ics . and crazies ." .
It has been said that it was the\"
wh o wer e dr awn" .. ,t 0 this cold coas't
for ~·ears. and the~'lived throug h the
d est ro~· in g light. and on into Light
ages.·'
A pagan masterpiece.
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Exploring The Murky Depths Of People's Culinary Preferences
by Emily C. Earth-Spirit
contributor

.

Once again , your inquisitive
(nosy) pollster has set about asking
students questions on a subject near
and dear to their bearts .
This time; the t.opic is food . Having barely survived the outpouring
of emotional trauma concerning
hair, you'd think that I would have
learned not to probe too deeply into
areas so sensitive to those on
intellectual quests , but no , I'm back
for aDother round.
They all have their favorite food
stories, some of which are much too
sad, gross, etc. for your delicate
ears . Anyway, for your entertainment and enlightenment, here are a
few of your fellow students '
comments:

Pat H. - Pickles and Peppermint:
" It's really simple. You just got to
the deli counter and ask for a hot
kosher pickle. Then you go to the
candy section and find a thin peppermint stick.
"Then you proceed to bit the top
off the pickle, stuck th e peppermint
candy into the middle of the pickle
and savor the flavor . Absolutely
nothing like it ."
Lynn P. - Runza:
What 's that?

"I especially like hot, spicy foods ,
and nothing is better than freshly
. made corn tortillas and some home made salsa with fresh tomatoes
and chiles. "

"Well really, it consists of two
parts : first, there 's the stuffing. It's
a mixture of ground beef, shredded
cabbage, a little onion and ·
seasonings .
" Then there's the dough wrapper
- soft, flavor.ful, much more flavorful than your run-of-the-mill hamburger bun. Runzas can come in a.
variety of shapes and sizes square , oblong or round .
"Rumor has it · Runzaswere a
creation
of
Russian-German
immigrants. Now where, you ask,
may they be found? Currently they
can be bought at fast-food places
throughout Nebraska and surrounding communities.

Slick - National Treasure:
" My favorite food is Hershey 's
anything. I used towish I could move
to Hershey, PA. My father used to
put Hersheys in the freezer.
" My sister.would call to him at
work to tell him that his Hersheys
were melting. That way she got to
eat them. Why buy drugs when you
ca n buy c h~colate bars?
"No dirty ~eedles either.
" One thing about Hersheys - you
don 't need to ingest them, just paste
them on your thighs. They end up
there anyway."

" Also, creative license has been
taken with the Runza . Cheese has
been added , as well as - are you
ready for th is - the Italian Runza,
which features m oz zarella , tomato
sauce, black olives, mushrooms and
Italian seasonings rather than the
traditional cabbage."

Cliff - On Fitness:
"I started a program where all I
would eat for breakfast was yogurt ,
a muffin an d fruit; a veg'e table salad
for lunch and a light , mostly
vegetarian s upper .
"It was something that just sort of
fell
into
place.
It
wasn ' t
intentional.
"Basically , it came into being as a
result of training for a marathon in
California. I was fitness-oriented,
being a master fitness instru ctor in
the military . This program was a
combination of the Army's \VHIP
program and my own.

Lee B. - Hot Stuff:

"J do not eat red meat and eat little fish or chicken . Because of this , I
am especially concerned about eating well. For the m ost part, I do
eat healthil y.
" I like to cook and experiment.
F or example, I have some recipes
from Latin America and India.
which I have found contain a lot of
high protein, meatless ingredients.

" WHIP stands for Wellness and
Health Initiative Program, which
. was a pilot program for the
service .
"The environment of California is
such that everything is very healthoriented. It was quite trendy to got
to a yogurt shop and order something made of noniat yogurt. "
Wati - For Your Sweet Tooth:
"I made this dessert that has agar
agar in it. Agar agar is made from
red algae. It comes in a plastic-like
string, sometimes red, but mostly
white .

•

Get boiling water and put the
string in it to dissolve it. Then you
sweeten it and you can add color and
fruit, or milk or eggs to make it
richer, or yo u can eat it without the
fruit, etc .
!
"When you cook it, you test it and
when it is sticky and thick, it is done .
Then you put it into whatever shape
of mold that you want, like flowers
or animals.
"Put it in the refr{geratOr. When it
is cool , you unmold it and slice if to
serve it. It's something like Jello .
Well, there you have it. Not
always a pretty sight, but people
such as I have to have cast iron
stomachs and be adamant 'about
hanging in t here for the story.
I may not hav e to go on a diet after
all. Quite suddenly, I've lost my
ap petit e.

By Leigh Rubin Obserl aJor)" Offers _A
(;h,a llce To Vip,!, Th,e Stars

Rubes®

by Lee Conrad
reporter

~w,HERB'1

lROlHtV~~ LVHAT5 ~R
FIRST GuT ktAClT~?
1) MY MEA1LOAF •

The astronomy and physics
department will be opening the
observatory on the south campus to
the public at 7 p .m. Saturday,
Novem ber 12 .
Those who tdke ad van tage of the
open house will have chances to look
through the univers ity 's 14-inch
Celestron 100 te les cope at w hatev er
celestial objects tha t are in goo d
position .
Dr. Bruce Wil k ing of the,
astro nomy depa rtm en t. sa id that
the observatory was set up in 1981 .
Pri or to tbat . the depar t me nt made
observation
from the r oof of
Stadler H all.
Thi s was to ppe d when it beca me
a concern th at t he weight of t he telescope. plus that of all t he viewers.
migh t be too m uch for th e r oof to
handle.
\Vi lking a id that they usually use
the obse rvatory for class pr oj e cts
and instr uction.
In fact , it w as fr om M-St . Louis'
observatory that Hall ey 's Come t
was fir s t spotted in St . Lou is in
1985.

Wilking said that when th,.ey open
it to the public , they usually receive
200-250 people .
At the last open house a few weeks
ago, about 15 people showed up
because of overcast weather
conditions .
Angie Schultz , the graduate student in cbarge of the observatory,
sai d that the furthest the telesco pe
can see is the M81 galaxy, which is
m illions of light years away.
•
She sai d that objects at so great a
distance are not like the crystal
clear photos that you see in text
boo ks . even with the largest
telescopes .
She saio they were .the result of
tim e exposures , with the camera
shut ter open for minutes or nours in
order to register the weakest light
ra ys. It ta,kes considerable time and
trouble to get pictures of the night
sky that look like a snap shot.
Sightings through the_ Celestron
are usually cloudy , with planet surface features being smudges.
Still, actually visiting the observatory on a cl ear night is an experience to be bad, Where observation of
the heavens is concerned , not even
th e sky is the limit.
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Liston Looks For I'n dividual
Efforts~

Not Team Results

, by Tom Kovach
, sports editor and
Ariel Lestat
reporter
In the office of Swimming Coach
Mary Liston is a sign that reads
"Winners Make Corpmitments",
Most of her swimmers realize that
this poster means something to
them about the upcoming seasoneach of them must set a goal for
themselves at the start of the year.
"The goals are directed tow?rd
the individual, " said Captain Stu'art
Vogt. "She has her own expectations
as your own attitude towards
swimming, "
Liston prefers to emphasize on
how a swimmer is doing, instead of
concerning about the team's results
after a meet.

"We try to win as many races as
we can, I don't care if we lose a meet.
We try to concentrate on quality and
not quantity ," Liston said ,
"We can always take first in ten
out of seventeen races , The athletes
are aware that we can't do anything
about it," Vogt said,
Liston saw some of -her expectations come true in the season
opener against the University of
Louisville" Car.dinals . The men's
team lost 117 -75 and the women fell
129-48, but Liston saw a few bright
spots.
One of those impressive showings
was the sweep by the diving trio of
Robert Visnow, Marlon Akins , and
Lenny Miller, Liston says that part
of the success of the diving team can
be attributed to new diving coach
Kevin Harwood-Medart.
Sophomore transfer Lisa Jenkins

Coach Mary Liston says that even though two of her tJve O~S(
swimmers transferred from the swimming program, the upcommg
season will be a goal-setting and rebuliding season. The following
top players either left the team or are returning:

RETURNING

LEAVING

Stuart Vogt
Two time All-American

Dan Bollini
Transferred to Northeast Missouri State

Steve Appelbaum
Potential to go to nationals ,

Jose Sanz-Agero
Went to the Army

Robert Visnaw
Top diver from Vianny High

Rivcrm{~n

}\Iay

by Tom Kovach

sports editor

Rene Rowe

STE PPI NG UP: Freshman Stephanie Hah n (left) gets ready to block a shot by two Washington University players. The Netters are 5-1 in the MIAA.

'etter~

'rake 2Jld In

by Kevin Kleine
managing editor
The Rivernomen advanced to the
final s of the CYI- St. LouiS Classic
la st weekend . but fell short of first
place after long, hard day of
volleyball,
,The Rivef\~'omen lost to the 12th
r anked Cniversity of Tampa in the
finals by t he scor e of 5·15 , 4-15,915 ,
"We were mentally down in the
finals, but not physically,
said
head cuach Den'i se Si'lvester. "It's

l~oeal

tfJugh to switch ment.al gears to prepare for anoth er game 15 minutes
a fter you finish another, "
The Ne tters came a live in the
semi-finals , winning the last two
- gam es agai nst St. Franci s Joliet.
Karen Ellingson and Geri Wilson
made it to th e alternate team of
the tourney,
The team is fa'cing tougher competition this year after coming off a
49 -9 re co r d last year. Silvester
thought they needed the higher level
of comp et ition to develop the team
to its potential.

Def. CBe-MemphIs
- ' 15-0; 15-S. and 15·4

While- tbe; Ne( f,ers took second
pl:ilce ~n the tiM· St. Lo uis Classic,
G>"ri Wilson was selected to the aiI -

th~

4-~

•

away at Air
, Tourney
M~n~s

15-7,15-~ and 15-(

Soccer

15'-2,15-8,9-15 and 15,3
>

Del. St. Francis
7:15! 15-4,6-15,15-13 and i'6-14

Nov; :; sway vs. Rolla and Uni versity

Lost io Tampa ,
!)-15, 4~ 15, ;md 9- ~5 '

. Menswi~ qainst Rolla. Te,am
swims ag,ain.st Evansville

Of Evansvuie ( l~ !l_m.)

I

Women's Soceer
, Del. Vanderbilt, 2-0
Allen-SO)

Men's-Basketball

{Gabbe~Leach,

Sat, Nov. 12 home exhibition
DeLLouisviUe;6-0 · .
gam'e
vs,
tbe Red
Star '
: (Gabbert (2),
Mangln,AJd;Y. Yugoslavia ,. Basketball
[
Ainsworth, Lea(:h. Allen-SO)
' (7;30 p.m. ~t tbe Mark
Men's Soc~er
, W<!rren Uey al)d Bo~rd Buel1ek

' Bliilding)

Lo,st toCbu;innlltl,4-2
_ XS~elDErt; Gabb.ert) ·

ea,cnltsd a ,goal an(f anassisHn the 2:2 tie ' agajnst .Nor.tlieast Missou r i
SlClt.E: .. Qv:erall , Dey has nin.e. goals
an~\\l\P~ ~s,ists , while Buchek O:i3S
OE)Ue'd<six goaJs and sev en aSSAilS.

tenth- falling four spOls- and are
third in the South region behind
Oakland and Gannon (PA.).
The selection committee will
make their picks on Sunday night
and the results will be announced on
Monday morning. In order for the
Rivermen to get a at large bid, they
must beat SIU-E and Southeast Missouri. The next two games are important because if they lose even
one, they are hurting their chacnes
to get into the playoffs .
On November 6, the Rivermen
travel to Cape Giradeau to play
Southeast Missouri State, Redmond
says that SEMO always plays
tough,
"This year we beat them 2-0, Even
though their record doesnt indicate
it, they are more competitive, " Redmond pointed out. " I look for
Southeast come out the same as
Northeast. "

WOIllcn l..joSt~ S{~vt~n Closl~ G'aIllCS
by Tom Kovach
sports editor
They may have had the worst
record ever and they m ay have
scored only 31 goals this season , but
looking at the statistics, tbe Riverwomen ended the 1988 campaign
with a 8-12-0 mark. They lost seven
games by only one goal.
"We lost too many close games ,'
said Head Coach Ken Hudson, looking at a list of wins and losses. 'We
shouldn't have lost to Quincy,
T.C.D., Northern Colorado, George
Washington, Rice , Northeast Missouri, Hardin-Simmions , SID-E,
and Cincinnati.
"It's been frustrating because we
lost so many games by one goa\."
said departing senior Laurie Aldy.
A.ldY led the team :n goals. with
nme.
'
Stephanie Gabbert, who scored
eight goals and accumulated 23

points in her last season , said that
the season was a growing experi ence for the team. " It was a learning
season for the younger players ,"
Gabbert said ,
Besides hitting the goalpost
numerous times, Gabbert added
that the team would come out strong
hut the opponents would get a
"cheap goal. "
Aldy cited a road trip to Texas
where the Riverwomen looked as if
they were picked a victory , but "we
would be winning the game with five
minutes left and (SMU) or we would
lose
in , overtime
(HardinSimmions)."
One thing that the team can fall
back on are the friends that they
made during the year. "There
weren't any star conflicts." Aldy
said,
Although Hudson did not meet his
expecations of the team finishing at
10-10. the recent 3 game swing to

Tennesse, Kentucky. and Ohio was a
journey that summed up the
season',
In the first game against Vanderbilty, Gabbert scored a goal in the
first half while Kellie Leach added
one in the second half tp give the
Riverwomen a 2-0 victory. Linda
Allen picked up her sixth shutout of
the season.
The next stop was against Louisville . where the Riverwomen easily
handled the Cardinals, 6-0, Gabbert
scored two goals while Aldy, Ann
Mangin, Nancy Ainsworth . and
Kellie Leach scored one goal. Allen
recorded her seventh shutout of
the season,
The Riverwomen were looking to
sweep the series, but the Cincinnati
Bears had other ideas . The score
was 1-1 at halftime, but the Bears
scored three goals in the second
half. Scoring for the Riverwomen
were Gabbert and Lynn Steinert.

Swimming'

weekend gpalie Lin.da

MIen ,pIcked up two consecutive

Iapfnsi ~Iverage,

half. Warren Dey picked up his fifth
assist of the season as he passed off
to Boyd Buchek. The senior netted
his sixth goal of the season to give
the Rivermen a 1-0 le ad .
The Bulldogs tied the game up
early in the second half as Dan
Marlowe put a shot past goalie Jeff
Robben ,
The Dey-Buchek scoring combination would continue, This time,
Buchek assisted on Dey 's ninth goal
of the year to give the Rivemen a
2-1 lead,
But Marlowe added his second
goal of the goal game off a pass from
Richie Muth to tie the contest at the
87:39 mark ,
Before the SIU-E match, Redmond said, " they are still hurting
from the Northeast Missouri tie and
the Oakland loss, "
This loss may have a affect on the
Rivermen's chances of seeing postseason action. The team is ranked

Playoffs

Nov. 6 away vs. SJLMO(Z p..m.)

~

slultoutsf}ver 'Ilanderhiltand Louis.vH.le. !Wen enaen the, se'as on ~it h
seven shutouts and a 1,65' goa fs

Sn{~aklnto

De[. Rollins

Women's Soccer

Over

"This is the direction the team
and the coaching staff want to go in,"
Silvester said"
The Riverwomen have traveled
ex,tensi vely this year with only
three home matches and a home
tournament scheduled for this
yea r,
" The good teams won't come up
here to play until we 've proven ourselv es," Silvester said.
"When we came home we were
beating team s a lot easier, .. said
fr es hman hitter Stephanie Hahn.

DeL Northwest MO:- St:

tolllroal1'1 ent t.eam. The so pJ~om o l'~
'fN'lIn }lie, Gene vieve Mo, had · 15
l',JdHs , 9 s er"liee ac es . 4, ~l ocks. and a
.424 hiHing, percentage.

,

'rournament

Tying Northeast Missouri State 22 and losing to Oakland University
3-2, have made the Rivermen's
chances of being a shoo-in for postseason playoffs diffucit, The only
way for the Rivermen to get in the
playoffs are to beat Southern lllnois
University and Southeast Missouri
State ,
The Rivermen will be without the
services of Scott Wibbenmeyer, who
was assesed a red card at the end of
the Northeast Missouri State
contest.
Assistant coach Tom Redmond
believes that his team isn't lacking
any confidence, "This is the type of
team that is intereste-d, They always
keep things in perspective," Redmond said,
The Rivermen jumped on the
board at the 6:55 mark of the first

won the 200 Individual Medlay with
a new school record and placed
second in the 100-yard breastroke.
Even though the Louisville
women out-numbered the women's
swimmers 15-6, larger teams,
according to captain Linda Vogel,
makes the team work harder,
"Competiting with larger programs just makes all of us swim faster. It is always fun to swim against
fast teams," Vogel said,
The men's team may have lost by
a margin of 42 points but Liston said
that her team gave the Cardinals
tough competition,
"In the men's meet, it is fair to say
we worried them,'; Liston said,
"Most of our Division I opporients
expect us to be slow , but our divers
really surprised them ,"
Aside from diving, the only other
victories were by Senior Stuart Vogt
in the 100 Fly and Junior transfer
Brett Woods in the 50 free.
. The men's team almost upset the
Cardinals in the freestyle relay, but
fell short to the Cardinals. "TQ be
close to them (.19 was the margin)
this early in the season is a good
sign. However in the close races, -1
want the decision to go our way from
now on," Liston said,
As the season moves on and
stronger opponents face both
temas, Liston believes that good
competition brings out the fas.test
swims,
Saturday at 11 a,m, the team
travels to Rolla Missouri to swim
against the University of Missouri Rolla Miners and the University of
Evansville.

Tied. No.rth~ast Mg'Sl';, 2..2
(Buc&ek,Dey) ,

SUR. N-o~ 21Jaway YS. Wasl1burn
' tJrHver~ity '(2 p.lIl;. in Topeka

'

Kansas) f

Next Week·in the Current:
A guide to Men"s and women's basketball previews their upcoming
seasons that start this month.
Men's coach Rich Meckfesselis
coming off a 29-9 record, while
Women's coach Mike Larson has
the best recruiting class.
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The Right Choice

.

,

Voters face an important decision next week: electing the president of the United states, the most powerful leadership position in
the world. It is a solemn duty, despite the cynicism engendered by
the largely negative campaignsconducted by both George Bush and
Michael Dukakis.
Campaign rhetoric and shameful advertising aside, however,
voters would be wise to consider the positions, opinions and ideology of the respective candidates. A careful consideration of the
views of both candidates can lead one to the sensible conclusion that
voting for George Herbert Walker Bush is the right choice.
Voters, of course, have the option of viewing the current state of ·
this nation's affairs in two ways: Is the cup half-full, or is it halfempty? The Democrats would like us to take the pessimist's view.
The Republicans would insist that it is half-full, and that by continu. irig on the path being blazed by the current administration , it can be
full. Taking the Republican view, the one of optimism. George Bush
makes a lot more sense than Michael Dukakis as the next
president.
Dukakis claims that the the US is in perilous economic shape.
Bush counters that it just ain't so. .
Let's take a look at some of the figures:
• The U. S. is currently enjoying its 71st consecutive month of
economic expansion, an expansion which has created about 18
million new jobs. Contrary to the Dukakis refrain that most of these
jobs are flipping burgers'in fast-food joints, half of those jobs pay
$20.000 a year. Only seven percent of new jobs created since 1981
were classified as "low pay," according to Labor Department
figures .
• The federal deficit - while no doubt extremely large - is a
smaller percentage of the GNP now than it was in 1983: 3.4 percent
last year versus 6.3 percent in 1983. And the deficit, through a combination of fiscal restraint and economic growth without tax
increases, continues to fall.
. The after-tax median family income increased 10.2 percent (after
adjusting for inflation) between 1980 and 1987, to $36,108 from
$23.761.
. The American dream, contrary to popular opinion, is not disappearing. Since 1981, the percentage of low-income blacks fell by
more than 3.1 percent, while the percentage of low-income whites
fell by about 1.2 percent. These formerly low-income families
moved into the middle class. At the same time, the middle class was
losing even more families to the upper class, a good number of
whom are black. The percentage of black families with incomes over
$5 0.000 rose to 12 percent from 7.1 percent in 1981. This may explain
\\'h\' recent polls indicate that greater numbers of blacks are beginning to identify with the GOP.
These are the simple though often unreported facts about the U.S.
economy. George Bush believes a growing economy is good for
e\'er~'one in the country. Michael Dukakis wants us to believe that
this prosperity is an illusion . It is not.
Bey'ond the economic realities of a prosperous America. there are
other reasons to distrust the advent of a Dukakis administration.
Foreign policy is one: Dukakis supported the Nuclear Freeze movement - the unilateralist mov e ment that had it succeeded would
have precluded the possibility of the INF treaty. He opposes' the
Strategic Defense Initiative, arguing lamely that he would use
money for SOl research to buttress conventional forces. But the
reality is that conventional arms - again contrary to popular opinion - are vastly more expensive than either nuclear weapons or the
projected costs of building and deploying a workable nuclear defense shield.
The public knows where George Bush stands on these issues. He
\\'ould allow the current economiC. expansion to continue , and he
would stand firm on his commitment to SDI and the Reagan position
of negotiating for peace from strength.
For these reasons alone, George Bush is the right c hoic e for the
n ex t president of the United States. Vote for George Bush and Dan
- Quayle on Nov. 8 .

..

r-r he Dukakis Record Stands ~'or Itself

..
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Golf Tips
by John Kilgore
special projects editor
Let's talk abu ut the re cor d:
Tw elve ye ars ago. un em plo yme nt in
.Massac hus etts was second hi ghest
in t he nation : in 51 of t he past 52
months it has ha d the I we s t ·unemployme nt ra te of any industrial
st ale . cu rrent ly. 3. 5 per cent.
Near ly 100.000 jobs have been
create d in i\lassachusetts since 1986
and 40 0,000 since 1983. Less than
fiv e perce nt of the jobs cre ated in
the state are defen s e-relat ed . in fact
they account for the same pr oportion of jobs tod ay as they did ·back
when the jobless rate was over Ii
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After five tax cuts in the last four
yea rs. iVlassachusetts ranks 34th
among 50 states in terms of total
revenue burden as a percentage of
personal income . Still, Dnkakis has
managed to balance 10 state
budgets in a row,
That, in a nutshell, is the
Massachusetts
Miracle.
Other
issues Dukakis has addressed in his
yea rs as governor include:
AIDS Massachusetts has the most
co mprehensive statewide AIDS
education prograril in the country .
CHILD CARE Time magazine recent ly called the Massachusetts day
care program .. the most comprehensive state-supported day
care sy stem ."
CIVIL RIGHTS Cut minority unempl oy ment in half in his state the past
four years . Doubled minority repr e sentation in slate government.
CRIME While crime has gone up
nationally .
Massachus etts
has
experienced a four-year drop' in
crime of nearly 14 percent. Dukakis
instituted one of the country's first
"Victim's Bill of Right s, " with victim compensation prog rams.
DRUGS
Drug . use
among
Massachus etts high school seniors

average and cocaine use is down by
five times the national average.
ELDERLY Prohibited phYSician s
from charging fees above Medicare
coverage levels . Expanded pre-paid
health care options.
HEALTH CARE The first governor
in the history of the U.S. to sponsor
and sign legislation that provides
universal health care coverage for '
all the citizens of his state.
Coverage is provided by employers
for those who are working and by the
state
for
those
who
are
unemployed.
THE HOMELESS Increased number of state-funded shelters from
two in' 1982 to 77 in 1988. Increased
funding for homeless ' programs
from $9 million in 1983 to $160
million in 1988.

HOUSING
While
construction
nationally is one-tenth of what it
was before Reagan took office ,
Dukakis' programs have led to over
35,000 additional units of public
housing, rental housing and home
ownership oppurtunities.
REVENUE
Through
stronger
revenue enforcement and better tax

billion in new revenues the past four
years .
WELFARE Saved his state over
$120 million and helped nearly
50,000 move from Welfare to good

jobs through the Employment and
Training-Choices Program. a program that has become a model for
the nation.
Dukakis has said that he believes
the use of force is justified on a number of grounds: to respond to agression. to protect American lives and
property. to protect our vital interests, to meet our treaty commitments. and to apprehend those who
commit acts of terrorism.
He has said that he supports the
invasion of Grenada. to the extent
that it was designed to safeguard
American students. And he supports
the Libyan bombing to the extent
that it was targeted at those who
were perpertrating terrorists acts.

Dukakis says that we need a
foreign
policy
that
reflects
American pragmatism. our comman sense and our ideals .

(' el My S~'~:~;~;~~h~ :iO:~~,y;~~: b~:~'~i :ct;:~':'~ ~ "" B

Life During
Wartime ·
J. Sih
reporter

Halloween 198B-The day was warm
and the wmd blew out of the south.
The sun came down like a friendly
handshake right out of the sky ,
reflecting off the brushed steel
skins of tho se southbound coach
buses rushing the Vice-President
(and his entourage) from Lambert
Field to SI. Louis' Union Station .
All exit and entrance ramps along
his route were blocked by police
cars parked perpendicularly to
oncoming
traffic.
Bewildered
motorists stuck their heads out of
their unmoving cars in wonder.
I was driving west on Highway 70,
when I noticed the glittering procession. The police escort of about a
dozen cars looked like automotive
suckerfish, their sirens flashing and
silent, flashing in competition with

N",mb"

the polish of those two leviathan
because I knew that Bush's sobuses. I made a lJ-turn on the East
called whistle-stop here was
Terminal exit ' and headed for
unscheduled until four days ago?
Union Station.
Was I worried that my illegally
Parking illegally to save time , I
parked car was going to be towed
dodged downtown traffic and
away)
headed for the rally. The mood was
WaS I being a spoilsport because I
that of a high school pep rally.
thought Union Station (the mall)
Hazelwood Central High School
was the rape of a functional train
provided suitable tunes between
terminal, an obvious rejection of a
carefully timed speeches by local
potential mass transit hub ?
and
imported
Bush-Quayle
Was I angry that I felt Bush was
supporters.
here only to counteract any
Dukakis-Bentsen
sign-wavers
influence Dukakis may have had
were meticulously relegated to the
this morning at Kiener Plaza? Was I
outermost edges of the crowd, carein ' a sour mood because I felt that
fully away the media cameras'
both presidential candidates were
visual field.
Shiny-faced energetic staffers in . playing an ugly game with voters?
That we had barely conquered our
white baseball caps carried air
horns and Bush-Quayle signs , dartapathy only to be confronted by
unabashed lies and coy half-truths
ing through the crowd periodically
to stir everyone up between . teeming in the media like maggots
speeches.
on a soggy corpse?
Though everyone did seem
The answers to these questions
excited, I couldn't help but feel a
werelo me self-evident and comforpalpable lack of spontaneity here . 'I
tless. I only knew that som,ehow
felt as if I were part of a play whose
here on this Halloween afternoon.
director meant to manipulate me
full of hazy sunshine and long- '
without my realizing it, and someawaited autumn colors , I felt bethow I felt guilty for not wanting to go
ray~d. And I haven't even read any J.
along with it all. Why?
P. Sartre this year.
Why, indeed? Was I holding back
So I guess I'm the one taking Mr.

Bush's advice about self-debate. '
Introspection is a rough sport; pro perly done. it can be rougher than
taking an exam with a hangover.
There are fewer and fewer
rewards these days for those of us
who admit to having a conscience.
It is interpreted as a sign of
weakness.
.
No-good in a life during wartime,
when your enemy can catch you in
the midst of some self-analytical
daze. Wat<:h out. lest you be br~nded
something even worse than a liberal
- you could be labeled a '"bleeding
heart liberal'" and risk a happy exile
in Santa Monica.
Any delay short of swift and merciless retaliation can cost vou vour
reputation, at the very leas't, It'mav
ha~'e cost Michael DUkakis ' politic~l
life when he refused to retaliate
quickly in Texas. Lloyd Bentsen has
had to work overtime setting the
record straight, or, as I hav-e heard
some Republicans say, to perform
"damage controL"
Belter to sleep with a loaded gun.
H you can sleep at alL
.
Time to rewarm my coffee . And
who am I going to vote for, you might
ask? I'm for the one who 'll raze
taxes . that's who.

.--------~----~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLEl
Tu the editor:
This is a response to Ke~in
Kleine's overwhelming letter of
concern, "Year Of The ¥ud" [Oct.
20J.

As the Executive Court Justice of
the Student Court, I will try to
clarify some of the ,points you have
questioned about the most recent
election.

The ballot was presented by Jerry
Berhorst, student body president, to
the student court · and approved.
Referend'um orie and two (Mark
Twain and the name change) had
clear and precise languag·e. Since
you have decided to throw around
these types of accusations, you
might also want to show proof or retract such statements.
Maybe this is tlie time to write
truthful information with back-up
proof, so that more people on campus would read the Current, not just
look at the pictures" ads and
personals .

I)lIkaki~ H('IHl~'IlH'Il( Plan Aid~ Studentto'
To the editor:

A college education is important
to my generation, Unfortunately,
many students cannot attend
college because the Reagan-Bush
administration has cut programs
which
have
made
college
affordable . .
Michael Dukakis has proposed
the enactment of the STARS (Student Tuition And Repayment System) program, which allows
Alia J. Pruzhansky students - especially from middle
Executive Court Justi"ce, income families - to borrow money
Student Court . for coll,ege and pay it hack through

payroll withholding, proportional to
their income.
Dukakis' plan also allows parents
to start saving today for their
children's education , through a special interest-bearing trust
I am voting for Michael Dukakis
for these and other reason~. This is
not enough. I am volunteering to
help Dukakis win Missouri. Call the
St. Louis area stuaent coordinator,
Jeff Pack, at 726-6101, if you want to
help the campaign.
Participate in '88.
Leah Pohlod

IDEAS/OPll'IIONS
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Th~ following. information, compiled by CURRENT special projects

Presidential Policy Positions

r epiD..:bl 1-.Cc.

edItorand
John
Kilgore,campaigns.
was gathered from information supplied by the ' .
Bush
Dukakis

WOMEN

DOMESTIC POLICY
AGRICULTURE
B~S~: Sa~s that opening markets abroad is his top agricultural

pnonty. Thmks that any phaseout of global subsidies must be done
simultaneously by all parties. Wants to concentrate on developing
new markets for our farm products at home. Wants to help rural
America rebuild itself with a partnership of federal , state and local
governments, and the private sector--with each party doing what it
does best.
"
. .
pU.KAKIS: Says that he is opposed to the trend toward corporate
. agnculture . Says he wants to provide credit relief to help farmers
. through the next few years because government helped make the
credit problem and it should be there as a partner to help solve it.
. Wants to develop new .commercial uses for our agricultural commodities , such as biodegradable corn-based plastics.

competitive. Thinks we should enforce the federal law that bars
. granting most-favored nation status to countries which deny internationally accepted standards of worker and human rights .

:

.

~~.--. -----

i em ocra1.
[)

BUSH: Says that he will not be satisfied until men and women earn
the same wage for the same job. Would vigorously enforce the laws
guararyteeing equality. Wants to encourage voluntary parental leave
pOlicies for employers. Against a federally mandated parentallea.ve
because he thinks it should be handled by the private sector. Thinks
we need expanded child care. Says the greatest gains in women 's
.economic status have come about through the expanding economic
oppurtunities of the last seven years .
DUKAKIS: Supports tough enforcement of child support through
payroll deductions. Supports national welfare reform to provide
child care, job training and health insurance to help welfare
mothers find good jobs at good wages . Would undertake a study of
the federal wage system in the interest of pay equity . Supports Affirmative Action. Supports the ERA. Supports Roe v. Wade and federal
funding to ensure that poor women have the same rights as all .
others. Supports federal legislation to prohibit discrimination on
the basis of sexual orip.nt;Jti nn -

THE BUDGET

FOREIGN POLICY

BUSH: Would hold the line on taxing and spending. Says that raising taxes would only hurt the economic recovery. Supports GrammRudman deficit reduction targets . Says that on the issue of defense ,
we should ask ourselves not how much money we should spend , but
howmuch is required to be.secure. Supports a constitutional amendment requiring a balanced budget deficit. Supports a line-item veto.
Wants to reduce the capital gains rate from 28% to 15% on gains held
more than one year , because we need more investment in order to
~ompete in trade and industry with other countries.
DUKAKIS: Would stabilize defense spending, with no majordec~
reasesunless we achieve arms agreements with the Soviets. Would
reduce agricultural subsidies by giving farmers fair prices. Would
reduce spending on nuclear power. Would help expand the economy
by strengthening our competitiveness in international trade. Would
provide job training programs for real jobs . Would promote
research into new and advanced technologies. Would collect an
estimated $30 billion per year in unpaid taxes.

ARMS CONTROL

•

•

CHILD CARE
BUSH: Proposes the " Children's Tax Credit," a refundable tax
credit up to $1,000 per child under age 4. Would authorize federal
resources to provide seed money to expand th e availibility of day
care alternatives . Would give school districts incentives to create or
expand before- and after-school care. Thinks employers have a
major role in helping parents find needed child care, but does not
support the give-aways of taxpayer dollars to provide assistance.
DUKAKIS: Would initiate a new Office of Child Care to oversee a
National Day Care Partnerhip : Wou~d help create public/ private
partnerships to help parents secure affordable child care and would
encourage a wide variety of child care models , including those
based in churches, businesses and schools. Says that his goal would
be tomake day care availible to every family that needs it by the end
of th is centu r y.

CIVIL RIGHTS
BUSH: Says that we need a new harmony among races in our country. Would encourage tolerance and ensure that we all view one
another as "Americans ," not as white-Americans , black-Americans
or Mexican-Americans. Would not condone distinctions that allow
any segment of our so ciety to enjoy privileges not availible to all .
Says that the Reagan Administration did much more to enforce the
civil rights laws than the Carter Administration.
.
DUKAKIS: Supports min ority business s et-asides. Supports Affirmative Action. Would vigorously enforce all civil rights laws ,
including the Civil Rights Restoration Act which prohibits granting
fed eral funds to any institution that discriminates on the basis of
race or gender. Would app oint m ore judges from the pool of
outstanding minority lawyers in the nation. Says that he believ~s in
inclusion: in the economy , the business sector, and in governi ng.

DRUGS

ENERGY
BUSH: Supports the decontrol of natural gas, which he says would
save ttie average consumer $25 to $40 per year. Proposes tax incentives, particualrly aimed at the small independent oil producer, to
encourage energy exploration . Would eliminate the Windfall Profits
Tax. Would increase the StrategiC Petroleum Reserve to buttress
our defense against future price shocks . Supports a greater use of
coal to help replace import ed oil. Thinks that nuclear power can be
utilized as long as the highest safety standards are assured .
DUKAKIS: Would fill the Strategi C Petroleum Reserve and
develop closer tie s with exporters su ch as Canada, Mex ico and
Venezuela to reduce our dependence on the Middle East. Would
repeal the Windfall Profits Tax . Would make energy policies consistent with our environmental objectives by supp orting promising
new technologies like photovoltacis (dire ct electricity from the
sun.) Would promote alternative fuels like ethanol (from corn) and
methanol (from coal and natural gas .) Opposes the constructi on of
new commercial reactors in the U.S. until safe and satisfactory
methods of waste treatment anddisposal are devised.

ENVIRONMENT
j

BUSH: . Wants to encourage industry to provide innovative
technological solutions to environmental challenges . Wants to
re duce regulatory barriers to new and inno'v ative cleanup
technologies for toxic wastes. Looks to industry t o develop innovative soluti ons for the clean air problem, like oxygenated fuels . Says
that it is tim e to act on the problem of acid rain and wants a clear
commitment to emmissions reductions on a clear timetable : Wants
our country to provide strong international leadership on global
environmental problems, like extinction of species , soil erosion ,
and destruction of tropical rain for ests.
DUKAKIS: Supports strong acid rain reductions , with cost sharing
provisions. Wants to accelerate the search for safe, renewable
energy . Wants to convene an international summit on environmental issues. Wants to protect sensitive coastal areas and parks from
off-shore oil drilling and environmentally destructive development. Encourages recycling and high standards for incinerators .
Would ensure enforcement of environmental protection laws.
Wants to require the safe disp osal of hazardous, solid and radioactive wastes. Wants to work at reducing toxics at th eir source.

BUSH: Thinks that education is the first step , getting out the
mes s age that drugs aren 't cool , that they will kill you. Wants tougher
penalties, including ex ecution for those who commit drug-related
murder. Woutd put Dan Quayle in charge of a Cabinet-level "Council
of War" on Drugs . Bec ause it is a global problem, he would give it an
even higher priority in our dealings with foreign governments.
Wants to create an intern ational strike force to hit back quick , hard
THE HOMELESS
and often at foreign drug operations. Would call for a hemispheric
BUSH: Would ~nforce the existing law that requires the Defense
summit to discus s how countries ' in Latin America can end their
economic dependence on drugs. Would make the adoption of drug- . Department to allow use of vacant space in military bases as
emergency shelters. Says we need to develop community-based
free programs a condition of obtaining fed e ral contracts and would
mental health clinics. Thinks we need to increase the stock of lowask states to do th e same.
income housing. Wants to implement aspects of the Housing
DUKAKIS: Wants an increased commitment to local drug educaRehabilitation Task Force report that stated that l.7 million
ti on, treatment and rehabilitation programs so those who want to
buildings can be rehabilitated for use by the homeless if recommenstop their drug abuse have a chance to do so. Wants to restore cuts in
ded change s in zoning and other laws are made.
federal assistance t o local law enforcement and invest in
DUKAKIS: Would support legislation which recognizes a national'
technologies that will bring twenty -first century skills into the batright to shelter. Would start a Nati onal Partnership for Affordable
tle against drugs and crime. Wants to enter into international bank Housing. Would work with state and local government, business,
ing agreements to freez e and seize bank ac counts containing profits
labor and institutional investors to expand the supply of affordable
from narcotics traffi cking. Would cut off foreign aid from thos e
rental units through incentive grants to states.. Wants to preserve
countries refusing to cooperate with ours in the war on drugs . Would
the existing stock of low and moderate income housing from disinprotect our coastlines by giving the Coast Guard , Customs Service
vestment and physical deterioration . Wants to respect local needs
and the DEA the support th ey need to track down and bring t o justice
and initiatives and avoid " made i~ Washington" solutions.
anyone trying to bring drugs into the country .

EDUCATION
BUSH: Supports creating a $500 millIOn federal program that
would provide awards to individual schools that improve the education of their students. Would give federal matching funds to states
creating more magnet schools . Would expand Head Start, so that all
eligible 4-year olds could take advantadge of it. Wants more testing
. of our students and more competency tests for teachers ..Supports
maintaining work-study and Pell Grants and proposes a " College
Savings Bond" that earns interest tax-free.
DUKAKis: Thinks that financial need should never prevent young '
people from attending coJlege . Would encourage states to create
college fundsand tu ition pre-payment plans. Would design a student
tuition repayment plan through payroll witholdings. Would declare
war on adult illiteracy and press for state seed grants matched by
the private sector to increase illiteracy programs. Recognizes a
need to expand ' pre-school and would invest in education for
economically and physically disadvantadged children. Proposes
national teaching fund to help alleviate the expected teacher shortag·e . Says that no issue means more to him than education.

TRADE
BUSH: Says that American business and labor need a more
vigorous international economy, not isolationism . Thinks we should
encourage our trading partners to increase their economic growth
to create a market for our imported goods. Says that increased trade
reduces international tensions and provides a better standard of living for everyone. Thinks our commitment to free trade must be
reciprocated by our trading partners. Says that protectionism
benefits some businesses at the expense of the rest of the economy.
Thinks we should work with Canada and Mexico to create a free
trade zone. Says there is no better way to improve our competitiveness than through education.
DUKAKIS: Says·that in order"to reduce the trade deficit we should
invest in: training and re-training.our workers;the development and
application of ~ew technologies ; and in regional development to aid
those areas Whose economies remain distressed. Supports the 60day notice fo,r workers who will lose their jobs because of plant
closings . Supports temporary protection for industries in n.e ed, but
only for a limited time and only if they are required to become more .

BUSH: Supports the INF treaty . Supports SDI research because it
. would be wrong to turn our backs on technology that could reduce the
risk of annihilation . Would seek reductions in the Soviet 's advantage
in conventional and chemical weapons . Wants to moderniz e our conventional forces for defense of Western Europe. Would move toward
elimination of chemical and biological weapons . Would spearhead
an effort to commit every nation to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty and push more countries to be open to on-sit e inspection.
Wants to strengthen the International Atomic Energy Agency.
DUKAKIS: Supports the INF treaty. Opposes the MX and Midgetman systems as not contributing to deterrence and as too costly .
Supports the Stealth bomber technology. Believes t hat Star Wars is
an unworkable fantas y whose deployment would violate the ABM
treaty. Wants to work on an agreement with the Soviets to : ban
underground testing; ban testing of anti -satellite we apons ; achieve
deep asymmetrical cuts in conventional forces. Wants to strengthen
and enforce the Nucle ar Non-Proliferation Treaty.

LATIN AMER ICA
BUSH: Says his main objecive is the maintenance and establishment of governments committed to fr eedom and democrac y. Says
the spe cific goals of the U.S . in Central Ameri ca should be:
l)D emocrati c self-determina ti on 2)Economic and social development 3)Respect for human rights 4)Furtheran ce of solutions
through diplomatic means and 5)Cooperation in meeting threats to
security and pe ace. Says we must continu e to r esist th e efforts of the
Soviets and Cubans to foment Marxist revoluti on throughout th e
area .
DUKAKIS: Wants to end military support of the Contras. Supports
the Arias plan. Would support humanitarian aid to the Contras .
Wants to ne gotiate with the Soviets to end t heir military aid to
Nicaragua. Would also negotiate directly with the Sandinistas .
Would hold regul ar summits with Latin Am erican leaders to help
deal with th eir economic crisis . Wants to tackle the caus es of unrest:
disease, illiteracy and unemployment. Would cut off nonhumanitarian aid to di ctatorship s and work with democratic for ces
throughout the region.

THE MIDDLE EAST
BUSH: Opposes the creation of an independent Pal e stinian stat e.
Will not support any role in the peace pro cess"for t he PLO unless it
recognizes Israel's right to exist , accepts United Nati ons
Resolutions 242 and 338, renounces terrorism and removes
language from its charter demanding Israel's destruction . Be lieves
that J e rusalem should remain an undivided city with fr ee and unimpeded access to all holy places by people of all faiths. Thinks that
economic growth, both in Israel and throughout the region , can contribute to peace. Supports Egypt as a "major non-NATO ally ."
Thlllks that Jordan desreves continued American support. Says that
the best gaurontor of a fr e e Afghanistan is a pro-western, democratic , seure and prosperous Pakistan . Says that in order to return
normalcy to Lebanon , the U.S. should strengthen the hand of the
majority of Lebanese who are committed to an independent, peaceful and democratic Lebanon. Would build on the co operation with
the pro -Western Arab states in the Gulf. Thinks that American and
Allied acceess to sea lane s and petroleum r eso ur ces in the region
should be free from interfer ence
DUKAKIS: Thinks that the U.S. ~ust renew its lead~rship to help
brI~g a bout lasting peace in the Middle East. Says that peace cannot
be 1mposed from outside ; it must come through direct negotiations
betw.een Israel and. its neighbors . Will not accept any settlement
that 1S unacceptable to Israel and Jordan . Thinks th ere is a place in
the pea ce process for Pal estinians who renounc e terrorism
recognize Israel's right to exi st within se cure borders, and accept .
UN Resolution 242 and 338 . Says we should not sell advanced
weapons to Arab nations when those weapons will threaten the
security. of Israel. Would work with our allies to develop a comprehens1ve pollcy on arms sales to areas of regional conflict around
the world. Wants to broaden the involvement of the international '
community in protecti.ng freedom of navigation in the Gulf through
theereatlOn of a multllateral peacekeeping force that will protect
allllltern.a~lOnal sh.ipp~ng in the region. Believes the US has a right
to take mllitary actlOn III response to attacks to our ships in the Gulf
and to act in reasonable self-defense.

SOUTH AFRICA
BUSH: Says we can not rest until apartheid is eliminated from
South Africa. Would not recommend further sanctions. Would continue to use diplomacy and negotiations for constructive change .
Favors a policy that maintains pressure on ·the South African
government to end apartheid and also builds up black rights ,
institutions, and economic well-being. Says black empowerment
will be an important goal of his administration.
DUKAKIS: Supports strong, international economic sanctions to
push South Africa to end apartheid. Supports the Dellums bill which
would impose a broad ban on trade and end the investments of US~
owned companies in the South African economy. Would call forthe
end of the ban on the African National Congress and for the release
of political prisoners like NelsonMandela and Walter Sisulu. Calls
for internationally-sponsored negotiations, involving all parties, to
. create a constitutional , non-racial democracy .
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If you're looking for part-time job opportunities with excellent wages
and benefits . . .
I 1* I

** $8 Per Hou r'**

~

United Parcel Service

UPS has part-time jobs available now for package unloaders, sorters
and loaders. UPS realizes the ' importance of an education and the
amount of time needed to obtain one.
A part-time job at UPS usually involves three to four hours a day Monday through Friday. This still leaves time for classes, studies and
social actjviH-e&.
"

How to stand out
..
ina crowd.
The American E);pre;s" Card gelS an outstanding welcome
I' irtuallv an)where vo u shop, whether it's for a leather jacket
or a leather-boundclassic. Whether you 're bound for
a bookstore or a beach in Bennuda. So during college
and after, it's L1e perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

How to get the Card now,
College is the first sign of success. And because we
believe ill your potential, we've made it easier
to get the American Express Card right now,
, 'W'hether you 're a freshman, senior or
grad sturlent, look into our new automatic
approval offers. for details, pick up an
application on campus.
Or call1-800-THE·{,ARD and ask for
a student application.

The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It SM

UP S Will Be Conducting Interviews 'On Campus Every Thursday
Contact The P lacement Office: Room 346 Woods Hall
Or Call 553-5317 For Mo re Infor m ation
E/ O/ E

M/F
TRAVEl.
RElATID
SER'V1CES

:NormandyBank
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WHEN IN SOUT HE RN CAL IFORNIA VISI T U~I~~!!:-~N~ STUDIOS TOUR

You see them on the street. You watch them on TV.
You might even vote for one this fall.
You think they're people just like you.
. '. You're wrong. Dead wrong.

"
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: NOW OPEN :
t

f

I· '. . in the ,

.
.t
t UnIver sIty Center Lobby

I
t

f

f
t

t

t
1 Monday thru Friday I
t
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
,
t
.
,
t We Will Cash
t
.t Small Personal Checks
:
tt .
.
t
For Students, Faculty
t
.
And Staff :
.

.

: A FULL SERVICE BANK . :
. I~ ~~~ ~~~.F~~~~~~~

